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Dear Colleagues

Thank you very much for participating the meeting today.

As we agreed in this email I provide short notes on the discussion and conclusions .

After short introduction three topics were discussed.

1. WPB first physical meeting planning and participation
Regarding the organisation of the WPB physical meeting, CEDEFOP  proposed to host the meeting in 
Thessaloniki on 11. and 12. June 2019. In this way, representatives of CRISP and CEDEFOP will 
attend the meeting, which is crucial for the ESSNet. In the next few days Tomaž will communicate this 
with all WPB partners. 

2. CEDEFOP data collection and processing description (stages)
CEDEFOP and CRISP will provide answers to ESSNet Questionnaire for work packages, particular 
for questions from section Data provider(s) and input source(s) (until 3 April). The considered part of 
the questionnaire is attached.
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CEDEFOP and CRISP will share the documentation of the process/system in order to be discussed in 
the frame of ESSNet and meaningfully integrated into into WPB deliverable OJV Methodological  
framework. 

3. CEDEFOP data access 
The main discussion was on how to enable access for ESSnet partners to final processed and 
structured data. Due to the huge amount of data we have to answer two main questions: which level of 
data granularity is needed and what are capabilities and requirements of BDTI infrastructure . The 
proposed is two-step approach where ESSnet partners analyse the individual data remotely and than 
perform extraction of adequately aggregated data into their own environment for further integration 
and analysis.It is planned that the final architecture will be known until June  2019.
Vladimir will discuss BDTI details with Fernando in the following days as well as possible approaches  
for preparing formal arrangements between ESSnet, Eurostat and CEDEFOP (CRISP). (@Vladimir I 
will be very grateful if you can include also me into conversation )

Please do not hesitate to add or comment if I forgot something or did not write correctly.

Best regards

Tomaž

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Obstoječe elektronsko sporočilo in vse morebitne priloge predstavljajo poslovno skrivnost in so  
namenjene izključno naslovniku. Kakršnokoli razkrivanje, distribucija ali kopiranje vsebine sporočila je  
izrecno prepovedano. Če ste sporočilo prejeli pomotoma, vas prosimo, da o tem obvestite pošiljatelja, 



sporočilo pa takoj uničite. Najnovejši statistični podatki so na voljo na  www.stat.si.
 
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or  
entity to whom they are addressed. It is strictly forbidden to disclose, distribute or copy the content of 
this message. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender by replying to this 
email and then delete it from your system. The latest statistical data are available at  
http://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/home.


